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Teenagers whose parents are too strict
with them struggle with relationships
and educational attainment later in
life, study finds
Overly strict parents who attempt to control their children can cause problems
This includes leaving their offspring struggling to form emotional relationships
Teenagers of overbearing parents also have lower education levels as adults
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Teenagers with overly strict parents when they are young struggle to form emotional
relationships when they get older, researchers claim.
Researchers from the University of Virginia found that children with overbearing and
controlling parents at 13 also have trouble with educational attainment by age 32.
This goes against the traditional maxim of 'spare the rod, spoil the child', with
researchers saying strict parents risk harming their child's long-term prospects.
Lead author Dr Emily Loeb says parents, educators and doctors should be aware of
how parents' attempts to control teens may be stunting their progress.
'This style of parenting likely creates more than a temporary setback for adolescent
development because it interferes with the key task of developing autonomy at a
critical period,' said Loeb.
Scroll down for video
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Researchers from the University of Virginia found that children with overbearing and
controlling parents at 13 also have trouble with educational attainment by age 32. Stock image

For this new study the team set out to determine the long-term impact on youth of
parenting that is psychologically controlling.
Previous research has identified psychological control as a 'problematic' parenting
behaviour but this study shows there is a lasting impact.
Loeb said that parents attempt to control their children in this way through 'intrusive'
and 'harshly manipulative' means.
This includes withdrawing love and affection when the parent is angry at the child, or
making the child feel guilty for upsetting the parent.
She said children whose parents use such tactics tend to have problems such as
lower grades and lower self-esteem, likely because the children are discouraged
from asserting themselves and gaining independence.
Researchers studied the progress of 184 people from the age of 13 to 32.
The participants, from urban and suburban areas in the south eastern United States,
came from a variety of socio-economic backgrounds.
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Half were female, and 42 per cent identified themselves as members of minority
ethnic groups, according to researchers.
The study also considered income, gender, and average school marks at age 13.
Researchers asked the participants to fill out annual questionnaires about
themselves, their parents, and, in adulthood, their relationship status and education.
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They also collected information from each child's peers about how well liked they
were in school, and they also watched videos of each youth interacting with his or
her closest friend and later in adulthood, interacting with his or her romantic partner.
The findings, published in the journal Child Development, showed that having
overbearing and over-controlling parents at age 13 was associated with less
supportive romantic relationships for those who were in relationships by age 27.
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Lead author Dr Emily Loeb says parents, educators and doctors should be aware of how
parents' attempts to control teens may be stunting their progress. Stock image

The researchers also found the offspring of overbearing parents were less likely to
be in a relationship by the age of 32.
Those people also had lower educational attainment by the same age, they found.
The most important age, in terms of when these problems begin, are at 15 or 16,
according to the researchers.
Teens with overbearing and controlling parents at that pivotal age were less
psychologically mature and were less liked by their peers.
Study co-author psychology Professor Joseph Allen said parents might mean well
but it could be making things worse for their children.
'Even though parents routinely attempt to guide their children toward successful
adaptation, over-controlling parenting in adolescence has the potential to impede
development in a fundamental way that's not easy to repair,' he said.
The findings have been published in the journal Child Development.
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HELICOPTER PARENTING: A FORM
OF OVERPROTECTIVE PARENTING
Parents who are overprotective are sometimes referred to as ‘helicopter
parents’.
They earned this stereotype for being perceived as relentlessly hovering over
their children, trying to micro-manage their affairs.
The first use of the term is widely attributed to Dr Haim Ginott's 1969 book
Parents & Teenagers.
In it, teens said their parents would hover over them like a helicopter.
The term became popular enough to become a dictionary entry in 2011.
Helicopter parents pay extremely close attention to their children to try to
protect them from failure, rejection and injury.
They want ‘happy’ children and often believe that teachers should pay
attention to their children in the same overprotective way.
This approach has sparked controversy, with some experts arguing that in
order for children to become well adjusted, they need to experience a full
range of emotions.
Parents who want their children to always be happy are doing their children a
disservice, in this view.
The ‘helicopter’ parent rushes in to help rather than allowing their child to
have a go at managing a challenging situation themselves.
Some experts say that this can lead to children who are unable to cope with
even minor issues, as they are never given the opportunity to fail and then
learn from their mistakes.
However, some experts suggest that such 'pushy' parenting may provide
children with benefits in later life.
Among them is Dr Matthias Doepke, a professor of economics in the Weinberg
College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University.
He argues that the intensity of parenting has gone up in many countries in line
with rising inequality.
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Pushy 'helicopter' parents, normally from more economically advantaged
backgrounds, generally raising higher achieving offspring.

Read more:
dx.doi.org/10.11...
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clarifying she 'never
asked' to remove nude
scenes in Euphoria
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Killing Eve SPOILER:
Psychopath Villanelle
brutally chops off man's
FINGER with cheese
wire before sticking it
up his nose in
gruesome season 4
scene
Kristen Stewart drives
her DIRTY Porsche to
Beverly Hills hair salon
for pamper session

'They're just giving off
a little hum': Downton
Abbey's Michelle
Dockery says the
costumes SMELT
because several people
shared them
Tristan Thompson
teams up with Epilepsy
Foundation for
sweepstakes in honor
of his brother Amari

Jared Leto, 50, flashes
his chest in open-neck
shirt paired with 70sinspired furry coat and
patent heels at Morbius
premiere in Paris

Rachel Brosnahan is
ravishing in all red as
she films scenes for the
final season of The
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
in New York City

Kim Kardashian
shows off her stunning
silhouette in a clingy
black ensemble as she
arrives in New York City

Jack Osbourne steps
out in LA with pregnant
fiancee Aree Gearhart
for first time since
announcing baby news
as she drapes
blossoming bump in
flowing dress
West Side Story's lead
actress Rachel Zegler
offered role as
presenter at Oscars...
after shocking fans by
revealing she wasn't
invited
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Dua Lipa displays her
cleavage and taut
midriff in black
bejewelled bikini in
sultry social media snap

Ciara joins the cast of
Oprah Winfrey and
Steven Spielberg's film
adaptation of The Color
Purple Musical

Kerry Washington who starred on Disneyowned ABC's drama
Scandal - and Gabrielle
Union slam company for
not publicly opposing
so-called 'Don't Say
Gay' bill
Duke and Duchess of
the deep! Kate and
William go swimming
with SHARKS as they
enjoy deep sea diving at
the Belize Barrier Reef

Bridgerton newcomer
Simone Ashley is
worlds away from
Regency London as she
wows in crop-top and
VERY racy sequinned
sheer skirt at glitzy
season two premiere
Jimmy Kimmel
discusses his past
salary for hosting the
Academy Awards in late
night chat with 2022
Oscars co-host Wanda
Sykes
Kate goes vintage!
Duchess of Cambridge
teams retro red Yves
Saint Laurent jacket she
bought at university
with white trousers and
heels
He's lovin' it! Pete
Davidson stuffs his face
with McDonald's fries as
he hits up drive-thru in
LA... while girlfriend
Kim Kardashian is in his
native New York
Frail Liza Minnelli, 76,
is helped out of a
Hollywood restaurant in
a wheelchair as she
enjoys a meal out with
her dapper longtime
friend George Hamilton,
82
Nicolas Cage admits his
move to his Las Vegas
home 'saved me' as he
details his love for his
beloved animals and
says it's his 'job' to care
for them
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Jenna Dewan credits
Janet Jackson with
'starting' her career at
19, admits life is 'better
than imagined' and
shares she battles
anxiety in wide-ranging
interview
Bridgerton's Charithra
Chandran stuns in a
floral mini dress with
billowing sleeves as she
arrives at the starstudded series two
world premiere
'Now I can fly!':
Amanda Bynes
celebrates her freedom
after judge officially
terminates her
conservatorship after
NINE years

EXCLUSIVE Tom
Holland discusses
working with former
Spider-Man stars
Andrew Garfield and
Tobey Maguire in
behind-the-scenes
footage

'I make dirty records
sometimes. What the
f**k am I doing here?'
Kid Rock says Trump
asked for his advice on
ISIS, North Korea and
would show him maps
in the Oval Office
Cody Simpson's
mother Angie blasts
Qantas for leaving her
on hold for 16 HOURS
as she tried to resolve
an 'urgent' issue: 'I'm
not happy'
'The most wonderful
trip!' Miranda Lambert
shares photos with
husband Brendan
during vacation in
Ireland where they
made green chocolate
Hana Cross
showcases her svelte
frame in a white semisheer gown with a
daring thigh-high split
as she attends the
Bridgerton season two
world premiere
Gigi Hadid sweeps her
platinum locks into a
ponytail for NYC
outing... after younger
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sister Bella confessed
she used to feel like the
'uglier sibling'

Plastic surgeon
dubbed 'the Boob God'
who's married to Real
Housewife of Miami Lisa
Hochstein and who
enlarged Kim Zolciak's
breasts is accused of
botched op
Selling Sunset's
Chrishell Stause
caresses her boss
turned boyfriend Jason
Oppenheim as shortlived romance takes
center stage in season
five sneak peek
Woke Disney staff
stage walk-out over
firm's 'slow response' to
Florida's 'Don't Say Gay
bill' - despite CEO Bob
Chapek vowing to
produce more gay
content for kids
Bob Saget's luxury
hotel suite is revealed in
haunting crime scene
photos, showing the
padded headboard and
carpeted floor where the
comedian is believed to
have banged his head
'He looked like Satan':
1983 Playmate claims
Hugh Hefner drugged
and RAPED her when
she was 18 - and says
she was told 'don't let it
bother you' when she
reported it
Reese Witherspoon
turns 46! Jennifer
Aniston wishes her
Morning Show co-star a
happy birthday while
calling her a 'little sister'
and ending with 'I love
you'
And Just Like That...
Carrie's back! Sex and
the City reboot gets
renewed for second
season despite poor
reviews and complaints
show is 'too woke'
Wendy Williams
emerges for flight to
Miami after insisting
she has the 'mind and
body of a 25-year-old'
following show
cancellation
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Eddie Van Halen's son
Wolf hilariously
expresses relief that
Kylie Jenner and Travis
Scott's new baby no
longer shares his name:
'THANK F***'
Mike Tyson reveals he
would demand
$1BILLION to fight
YouTuber-turned-boxer
Jake Paul, as the former
heavyweight titan
claims he has 'no f***ing
money'
Taylor Swift's fans go
wild as she announces
a new song named
Carolina for the movie
Where The Crawdads
Sing: 'I'm literally so
excited'
Angelina Jolie enjoys
mother-daughter
bonding time with
Vivienne, 13, while
shopping at The Grove
in Los Angeles

Lisa Rinna, 58 is
adding a lip plumper to
her beauty line that she
claims will make lips
BIGGER 'in 28 days of
use'... after she started
augmenting her pout at
age 24
Amanda Bynes is
excited for 'normalcy'
after a judge tentatively
ruled to end 9-year
conservatorship... but
has no plans on
returning to acting
Machine Gun Kelly
comes under fire for
offensive sexual
comment about black
women in resurfaced
clip before calling
another woman a 'b***h'
when she walks away
Jennifer Lopez, 52,
looks very different in
interview from 1997
when she was on Oprah
to chat up Selena which
has turned 25

'We all started
screaming!' Tom Hanks
photobombs tearful
bride's pre-wedding
shoot in Pittsburgh

Jenna Jameson reveals
she is 'not paralyzed'
and her 'legs are
starting to come back to
life'... after months of a
mystery illness that left
her in a wheelchair
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Kim Kardashian puts
on a busty display in a
blue SKIMS bikini on the
balcony of her Miami
hotel as she says she
already 'misses' the
coastal town
Rachel Stevens, 43,
looks effortlessly chic
in puff sleeve maxi
dress as she poses up a
storm attending the
Bridgerton series two
world premiere
Bridgerton's leading
ladies Simone Ashley,
Charithra Chandran and
Kathryn Drysdale stun
on the red carpet at the
star-studded series two
world premiere
The belle of Belize:
Kate shows her
impeccable fashion
taste by slipping into
gorgeous $3,315 gown
designed by rock star
Nick Cave's wife
'When I'm in love, I
want to give that person
everything I can':
Nicolas Cage, 58,
details plans for a fresh
start as he prepares to
welcome a baby with
wife Riko, 27
Rebel Wilson shows
off her slimmed-down
midriff in skin-tight
leggings as she strips
off her shirt during LA
hike after 77lb weight
loss

EXCLUSIVE Mohamed
Hadid's half-built
$100MILLION Bel Air
mega-mansion is torn
down by demolition
crews after judge
ordered illegally built
palace to be razed

The OTHER Bullock
sibling quietly courting
the spotlight: Sandra's
sister (and red carpet
date) Gesine is a
renowned pastry chef
with her own TV show
and a legion of fans
Sandra Bullock says
she is NOT retiring but
will step away from
acting to spend time
with her 'beautiful
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babies'

Boris Becker 'doesn't
know where nine of his
trophies including two
from Wimbledon are
and had no idea he
owned a house in
Germany
Kate's portrait
homecoming! Duchess'
40th birthday photo is
displayed at Berkshire
village church where
the Middletons have
worshiped 'for
generations'
Kate bids to woo
Jamaica by wearing
yellow of the country's
flag as she and Prince
William touch down in
the face of protestors

'Prince William is such
a gentleman!' Royal
fans are left swooning
as Duke holds Kate
Middleton's hand to
help her down the stairs
in rare PDA
Portrait of Princess
Diana taken aged 25
and used for
commemorative stamps
after her death even
though she 'disliked' it
is expected to fetch
$19,817 at auction
It takes two! Prince
Charles and Camilla
hop on a tandem and
get a warm welcome
from schoolchildren as
they kick off a four-day
visit to Northern Ireland
in Cookstown
Lily Collins is the
epitome of glamour as
she steps out in a light
grey floating dress and
pointed heels in New
York

Twice as nice! Sandra
Bullock models a
SECOND dress - a
velvet gown with a
keyhole in front - for
The Lost City premiere's
after party at Craig's
Ed Sheeran faces wait
for judges ruling in High
Court copyright battle
over claims his 2017 hit
Shape of You is
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'strikingly similar' to a
grime artist's track 'Oh
Why'

Kaia Gerber, 20, opts
for a low-key ensemble
while her boyfriend
Austin Butler, 30, cuts a
casual figure as they
step out of a Paris hotel
Michael Caine, 89, cuts
a casual figure in black
tracksuit bottoms and a
blue shirt and uses a
walking stick as he
steps out for a stroll in
London
Bridgerton author
Julia Quinn talks about
her travels and looks
back on the trip she
took to England in her
teens that inspired her
famous novels
Kelly Clarkson
explains that her 'Kelly
Brianne' legal name
change is for her
'personal life' and will
NOT lose her
professional moniker
Chris Hemsworth
shares adorable photo
of twin sons Sasha and
Tristan dressed as mini
Thors as he celebrates
their eighth birthday

Petition demands
Kanye is banned from
performing at Coachella
after calling Trevor
Noah a racial slur and
attacking Kim
Kardashian and her
beau Pete Davidson
Better Call Saul's Bob
Odenkirk reveals
medics gave him CPR
when he had a heart
attack on set and says
co-stars helped save his
life
Queen carries out
virtual audiences from
Windsor Castle after
Christopher Biggins
claimed she is now
using a wheelchair

Stern-faced Prince
Andrew takes a drive in
Windsor as he prepares
for 'final public
appearance' at his
father Prince Philip's
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memorial

Kate Middleton's
fashion favorite Jigsaw
is blasted online after
shopper claims staff at
her local store said they
are 'discouraged from
having clothes larger
than a size 12
Dita Von Teese cuts a
regal figure in a gothic
ensemble during a trip
to The Royal Pavilion in
Brighton whilst enjoying
a day off from
Glamonatrix show
'Our son's name isn't
Wolf anymore': Kylie
Jenner reveals she and
Travis Scott have
CHANGED their child's
moniker as it 'didn't feel
like it was him'
Who's that girl?
Madonna, 63, ditches
the filters and hits the
town with blogger
Jason Lee as pop
legend shows off her
natural complexion
during night out in LA
Sophie Wessex
reveals the Queen is
feeling 'good' and says
Platinum Jubilee should
celebrate the monarch's
'life's work' in
previously unseen clip
from her New York trip
Chris Brown risks
awkward run-in with exgirlfriend Karrueche
Tran at PrettyLittleThing
owner Umar Kamani's
33rd birthday party

Bella Hadid is seen for
the first time with mom
Yolanda since Real
Housewives star, 58,
was slammed
for allowing daughter to
get a nose job aged 14
Sandra Bullock, 57,
dons plunging pink
gown and black leather
thigh-high boots for The
Lost City premiere in LA
with her sister Gesine

HRH Lara Croft! Action
girl Kate Middleton
channels her inner
Tomb Raider as she
dons $92 khaki trousers
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to scale a Mayan 'sky
palace' deep in the
Belize jungle

Khaki Kate and Prince
William learn survival
tips as they drink water
from vines and build
their own shelter in
Belize on day three of
royal tour to Caribbean
Amanda Holden nails
70s chic in a green-andwhite striped dress with
matching platform heels
as she leaves Heart
FM... after slamming the
UK's 'ridiculous'
immigration policy
Jack Osbourne
announces he and
fiancée Aree Gearhart
are expecting their first
baby together this
summer: 'Here we
come!'
Lizzo shows off her
curves in a form-fitting
latex dress as she hits
out at the entertainment
industry for overlooking
'big girls' on The Late
Late Show
Hottie Moss! Model
Lottie parades a slew of
alluring lingerie sets on
her balcony as she
embodies self-love with
a proud post

Braless Bella Hadid
flashes her side-boob in
a draped sheer top as
slimline supermodel
shares behind the
scenes shots from US
Vogue shoot
George and Amal
Clooney look relaxed as
power couple dress
down for departure from
Washington DC after
trip to the White House

Gordan Ramsay
reignites war with his
Cornwall neighbors as
he defends his family's
decision to relocate to
their second home
during first Covid
lockdown
Matthew Lawrence asks
divorce judge to
terminate spousal
support to either party
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in split from Cheryl
Burke due to
'irreconcilable
differences'

Stripe up your life:
Victoria Beckham nails
office chic in a figurehugging knitted
jumper... before coming
home to a sweet
surprise from son Cruz
'The cat that got the
cream': Jodie TurnerSmith poses NAKED on
a balcony for cheeky
throwback snaps with
smitten husband
Joshua Jackson
Snoop Dogg is joined
by Chris Brown and
Christina Milian as they
perform at
PrettyLittleThing owner
Umar Kamani's 33rd
birthday party
Daisy Lowe details
discovering rocker
Gavin Rossdale was her
biological father when
she was age 15 as she
admits 'all her friends
fancy him'
Khloe Kardashian
dons athletic ensemble
as she picks up
daughter True, three,
from gymnastics class
in Los Angeles

Kelly Clarkson dons
low-cut polka dot dress
as she attends the
premiere of American
Song Contest in LA

Claire Danes and
Jesse Eisenberg stock
up on groceries and
pick up a coffee table
while filming Fleishman
Is In Trouble in New
York City
Kate Middleton's ultrastraight hair with a 'tuck
behind the ears'
stopped strands
sticking to a 'sweaty'
face in humid Belize,
expert says
Prince William jokes
with soldiers after
drinking rainwater from
a vine during jungle
survival course with
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British Army in Belize

Prince William reveals
Prince George keeps
track of the royal tour
by putting pins on a
map and 'sharing' the
stops with Charlotte and
Louis
Great Kate! Duchess
of Cambridge swaps
khaki jungle gear for
STUNNING Vampire's
Wife dress on Belize
trip

In the navy! Queen
Letizia of Spain looks
chic in an pastel pencil
skirt and dark blue top
as she joins her
husband King Felipe
during 30 anniversary of
Samur-Civil Protection
Kim Kardashian slips
into a plunging SKIMS
swimsuit and dips into
the ocean for a
nighttime photo shoot

Chesney Hawkes
reveals being 'picked
on' by Piers Morgan
impacted him and
recalls realising aged 23
that he was 'a washedup pop star'
So nice she wore it
twice! Kate Middleton
dons glittering pink
version of the green
Vampire's Wife dress
she wore in Dublin in
2020
Lily Collins and
husband Charlie
McDowell take a stroll
arm-in-arm through in
NYC... after their new
movie Windfall debuted
on Netflix
American Song
Contest: Rhode Island
artist Hueston gets
voted to semis during
season premiere on
NBC

American Idol: Katy
Perry stuns Jay
Copeland with platinum
ticket after he dropped
out of grad school
The 37-year-old pop star
stunned a musician
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Jennifer Lopez
celebrates the 25th
anniversary of her
breakthrough movie
Selena: 'This movie
means so much to me'

Chrishell Stause puts
on an angelic display in
a figure-hugging white
dress at The Lost City
premiere in LA

Patrick Mahomes'
bikini-clad new wife
Brittany Matthews
shares stunning snaps
from 'perfect' St Barth's
honeymoon

Pregnant Rihanna
flashes a huge diamond
ring on her wedding
finger and shows off her
burgeoning bump as
she shops for baby
clothes in LA
Selling Sunset star
Christine Quinn flashes
a smile while grabbing
coffee with husband
Christian in LA... after
'horrifying' home
invasion incident
Kendall Jenner cuts a
stylish figure in a black
crop top and brown
skirt as she visits 818
Tequila Bar in Los
Angeles

Daniel Radcliffe rocks
a sharp blue suit on the
red carpet at the Los
Angeles premiere for
his new movie The Lost
City

Beyonce is in talks to
perform her Oscarnominated song Be
Alive from the film King
Richard at the Oscars
this Sunday... with a
possible cameo by Will
Smith
Lindsey Vonn gets
surgery on her knee
after dealing with pain
from skiing career: 'Still
worth it though'

EXCLUSIVE

Motorhead Keanu
Reeves has new set of
wheels delivered to his
home as he spends
downtime with girlfriend
Alexandra Grant in LA
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EXCLUSIVE Jacob
Elordi's got a new girl!
Euphoria heartthrob
cozies up to model
Bianca Finch on
romantic park date after
flings with Olivia Jade
and Kaia Gerber

The incredible
Australia Gold Coast
estate used by George
Clooney and Julia
Roberts to film romantic
comedy Ticket to
Paradise sells in record
deal
Below Deck Down
Under star Captain
Jason Chambers says
he would 'date a stew'
before revealing his
'turn ons'

Dua Lipa rocks bright
yellow ensemble in
Hollywood during a day
off from her Future
Nostalgia Tour

Kim Kardashian goes
into soccer mom mode
as she cheers on son
Saint from a lawn chair
while he plays a game
in Los Angeles

'Your son is here!'
Kylie Jenner shares
labor room footage from
birth of baby boy and
gives peek inside her
private life with Travis
Scott and Stormi
Leonardo DiCaprio, 47,
and girlfriend Camila
Morrone, 24, enjoy a
lunch date in Manhattan
after actor posts about
climate change
solutions on social
media
Caitlyn Jenner proudly
announces birth of her
20th grandchild Goldie
Brooklyn Jenner ... as
son Burt and girlfriend
Valerie Pitalo welcome
their third child
Olivia Wilde is ever the
supportive girlfriend as
she wears boyfriend
Harry Styles' tour
merchandise while
running errands in
London
Grey's Anatomy star
Chris Carmack and wife
Erin Slaver expecting
second child: 'We are
about nine weeks away!'
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Heidi Montag almost
'threw up' when she ate
raw liver for the first
time - but now says
she's never felt better
and has started taking
freeze-dried organs in
pill form every day
Kelly Bensimon
bundles up in a faux fur
coat for a stroll with her
daughter Sea, 23, in
New York City

Christina Ricci to
return to Addams
Family universe in
upcoming series
Wednesday from
director Tim Burton

Madonna's daughter
Lourdes Leon, 25,
flashes her legs in a
TINY purple miniskirt as
she cosies up to busty
Kim Kardashian, 41, at
SKIMS event in Miami
Katy Perry enjoys a
slice of pizza while
partying with DJ Mia
Moretti at Zouk
Nightclub a in Las
Vegas... after a
residency performance
Chrishell Stause
shows off incredible
athletic agility while
performing aerial yoga
with best friend and
Selling Sunset co-star
Emma Hernan
Adrien Brody reveals
Jack Nicholson asked
him and the other Best
Actor nominees to
BOYCOTT the 2003
Oscars to protest the
Iraq War
'Kate wants another
baby!' Royal fans go
wild as Duchess 'flirts'
with Prince William by
playfully dancing up to
him in a rare PDA in
Belize
Kylie Jenner shows off
son's nursery complete
with $10K crib, a Louis
Vuitton teddy bear and
closet full of stylish
baby sneakers
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GADGET REVIEWS
iPad Pro review: Apple
takes the tablet to new
heights (at a price)
Apple's new iPad is
blazingly fast, gorgeous to
look at, and quite simply
the best tablet out there and for a lot of people,
probably the best
computer out there.
The small smart
display with big
potential: Google Home
Hub review
Google is late to the
game with its Home Hub,
but the low price and AI
features make it a great
choice for controlling your
home, showing pictures
and even helping run your
life.
'Good enough for
most people': iPhone
XR review
On one hand, the XR
lacks the high-resolution
screen and dual-lens
camera on the XS. but it
is $250 cheaper and still
get most of the other
cutting-edge features
found on the more
expensive model.
The Pixel 3 outsmarts
the iPhone (IF you trust
Google with all your
information)
AI seems to permeate
every part of its software,
from the ability to answer
calls for you to being able
to almost perfectly predict
your morning commute.
Bigger and better in
every way: Apple's XS
really does take the
iPhone to the Max
Apple's new iPhone XS
and XS Max go on sale
on Friday - and the
biggest handset Apple
has ever made is also its
best (and possibly
unsurprisingly, its most
expensive).
The $250 beauty
device that works like
'Photoshop for your
face'
Israeli beauty-tech firm
Pollogen has launched its
Geneo Personal device,
which stimulates oxygen
from beneath the skin's
surface to give you a
clearer, fresher face
within minutes.
iOS 12 review: The
update that really will
improve your iPhone
Rather than cram in a
plethora of new features,
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Apple's latest update is
about boosting stability,
with improvements in
everything from FaceID
and battery life.

Naim Atom: The hifi
that will change the way
you listen to music
It's eye-wateringly
expensive at $2,999, but
Naim's Uniti Atom is a
revelation, an integrated
amplifier than makes it
easy to stream music at a
quality you've probably
never heard before.
The $1,000 wireless
speaker that really IS
worth the price: Naim
Mu-so Qb review
Naim's incredible Mu-So
Qb takes you back to the
good old days - where the
music captivates and
enthralls, rather that
simply being something in
the background.
The hi-tech $2,000
spin bike that really
could change your life
Peloton's hi-tech bike lets
you stream live and on
demand rides to your
home - and it's one of the
best examples of fitness
technology out there - at a
price.
The best all in one
wireless speaker you'll
ever hear: Naim Mu-so
review
It might not be a name
familiar to the US market,
but Naim is a legendary
British brand hoping to
make a splash with the
American launch of its
$1499 Mu:So speaker.
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